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Silencing is a practice that disrupts linguistic and communicative acts but its relationship to knowledge and justice is not fully understood. Prior models of epistemic injustice tend to characterize silencing as a symptom that follows as a result of underrepresenting the knowledge of others. In this paper, I advance a model of epistemic injustice in which the opposite sometimes happens. Drawing on recent work in experimental cognitive science, I argue that silencing can cause misrepresentations of knowledge and, subsequently, epistemic injustice to occur. Drawing on recent work in epistemology, I also argue that according to some leading theories, silencing potentially causes ignorance by depriving individuals and communities of knowledge itself. These findings expand our understanding of silencing in social practice, contribute a broader model of epistemic injustice for research at the intersection of ethics and philosophy of mind, and have implications for leading theories of knowledge in epistemology.
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1. Introduction

In recent years philosophers of language have begun focusing on how their research can be applied to illuminate practical matters of ethical and social concern [McGowan and Maitra 2009; Stanley 2015; Bolinger 2017]. One important discovery in this line of research is that in addition to injustice in the social or legal realms, there is also a closely related but distinct type of injustice in the intellectual realm [Fricker 2007; Dotson 2011; Alcoff 2012; Anderson 2012; Dotson 2014]. This type of injustice is called “epistemic injustice”. It refers to the wrongs done to persons in their capacity as intellectual agents, and specifically, in their capacity as knowers. Because this category is so broad, there are several potential social and cognitive mechanisms by which epistemic injustice might occur, for example, through impeding one’s ability to collect evidence, give testimony, form beliefs, or receive recognition for intellectual achievements (for an overview of potential biases, see Origgi [2012]). The focus of this paper is on epistemic injustice that occurs specifically in connection with one particular mechanism known as silencing.

Silencing is the act of interfering with or preventing others from speaking, communicating, or being heard [Langton 1993; Hornsby 1995; Maitra 2009; Dotson 2011]. Interfering with communication might not always be unjust, but it often can be. For example, many theorists have argued that silencing is unjust by observing that it is often motivated by prejudicial attitudes that differentially target vulnerable populations and members of marginalized groups [Collins 2000; Fricker 2007; Tuana 2009; Dotson 2011; Peet 2017]. Others have argued that silencing is unjust because of the serious epistemic, moral, and legal consequences it promotes, for example regarding health care, pornography, oppression, and consent [MacKinnon 1987; Langton 1993, 1998; Mcgowan
In light of this research it has become clear that there is a pressing need to better understand silencing, both its effects in the applied social realm, as well as how it might inform and expand current theorizing on communication at the intersection of ethics, epistemology, and philosophy of language.

Influential prior work on epistemic injustice, most famously by Miranda Fricker and Kristie Dotson, has provided extensive models of how silencing can be a symptom of epistemic harm. Call this the “symptom model” of epistemic injustice. According to the symptom model, silencing can be an effect of certain epistemic evaluations. According to Fricker’s account of “testimonial injustice”, for example, “prejudice on the hearer’s part causes him to give the speaker less credibility than he would otherwise have given,” which can lead to silencing them [Fricker 2007: 4]. Dotson characterizes a type of silencing called “testimonial quieting” whereby “epistemic violence” occurs when an “audience fails to identify a speaker as a knower” [Dotson 2011: 242]. In other words, the antecedent ignorance judgments that listeners make about speakers lead them to reject their testimony, which causes silencing to occur. As a result of incorrectly identifying the knowledge a speaker has, the listener might dismiss the speaker’s evidence, undermine or reject their credibility, refuse to listen to them over others, or stop communicating with them entirely. This model of epistemic injustice illustrates ways that silencing could follow as a result of representing knowledge.

This paper advances a compatible but distinct model of epistemic injustice involving silencing working in the opposite direction. Call this the “causal model” of epistemic injustice. According to the causal model, the practice of silencing constitutes epistemic injustice by causing certain mental state representations of knowledge.
words, the impact that antecedent acts of silencing have on speakers and listeners can lead us to subsequently deny knowledge to them and, in some cases, this can potentially deprive individuals or communities of knowledge itself.

There are many ways in which interfering with communicative acts could potentially limit what others know. One straightforward way this could happen is when silencing literally prevents the spread of information. According to some policies in Canada during the Harper government, for example, some scientists were forbidden from speaking to the press or public about their research [Zhang 2017]. Similar policies of the Trump administration in the United States may limit what information government officials at the Environmental Protection Agency and Department of Agriculture can communicate to the public [Maron 2017]. If scientists or officials cannot inform the public about climate change, for example, then it is easy to see how silencing could contribute to lower public knowledge about this or related scientific discoveries.

However silencing may also cause epistemic injustice in more subtle ways, rooted in the mechanisms by which we represent and attribute knowledge to others [Langton 2015; Stanley 2015]. The goal of this paper is to contribute to our understanding of these subtler connections between language and knowledge in theory of mind by modelling how this happens. To do this, I begin by introducing three types of silencing in speech act theory. I then present research on knowledge representation in social cognition and argue that it supports the causal model of epistemic injustice across each type of silencing. I then discuss the implications of this model in epistemology for the linguistics and metaphysics of knowing and argue that on several leading theories, silencing not only causes knowledge representation on the psychological level, but also may literally cause ignorance and risk
limiting knowledge itself. I conclude by discussing these findings in the broader context of ethics and social practice.

2. Silencing Prevents Action

Silencing is a practice that disrupts speech and communicative acts. Within this broad description, there are several types and manifestations of silencing. To help isolate the causes and effects of silencing in social practice, theorizing typically follows divisions of action in speech act theory. This approach is famously pioneered over the last twenty years by philosophers Rae Langton and Jennifer Hornsby, characterizing different forms of silencing by their association with different linguistic or communicative acts [Langton 1993; Hornsby and Langton 2009]. Particularly, it has become standard to study silencing as it relates to one dominant taxonomy in philosophy of language distinguishing locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts (see Austin [1975]; Turri [2012], for criticism see Finlayson [2014]). Although broad, this provides initial categories with which to begin identifying distinct types of silencing. In what follows, I sketch this broad taxonomy of acts ultimately deriving from Austin, while attempting to remain neutral about their finer points debated in contemporary speech act theory.

A first act type is the locutionary act. A locutionary act is the linguistic act of saying something meaningful in a language. In a spoken language, this is the act of uttering words that satisfy basic grammatical and semantic conventions of that language. For example, simply uttering the sentence “that person is guilty of a crime” is a locutionary act in virtue of satisfying the basic grammatical and semantic conventions of English. When someone utters those words, they have completed a locutionary act.
Corresponding to the locutionary act is locutionary silencing. Following Langton [1993], this occurs when speakers are prevented from completing locutionary acts by uttering words. This type of silencing can occur when speakers are gagged or otherwise physically restrained, or when intimidation, coercion, or other threats deter or prevent individuals from speaking. Individuals might be silenced in this way when, for example, they are discouraged from speaking due to fear of retaliation or other harmful consequences of acting. Consider again the example of saying “that person is guilty of a crime”. One can imagine many different types of locutionary silencing that could interfere with or deter someone from making such an utterance, from financial threats such as losing one’s job or health insurance to physical violence in retaliation for coming forward. When individuals are prevented from speaking in these ways, they have been locutionarily silenced.

A second type of act is the illocutionary act. An illocutionary act is the speech act that you make by uttering words in a conversational context. To see this, consider the different moves you can make in different conversational exchanges by saying the very same words “yes I do” in different contexts. In answer to the question “do you swear it to be true?” for example, that utterance might constitute a promise. In other contexts, though, the same utterance could be used to guarantee something, recant or deny something, or to apologize for something. When you make these conversational moves with your words, such as promising, apologizing, guaranteeing, recanting, denying, or apologizing, you complete an illocutionary act.

Corresponding to the illocutionary act is illocutionary silencing. Again, following Langton [1993], this form of silencing can occur when individuals and groups are prevented from making certain kinds of conversational moves with their utterances that
they intend to in specific contexts. There is some debate about what is required to successfully complete an illocutionary act and whether or to what extent this requires audience recognition [Bird 2002; Maitra 2009]. This debate notwithstanding, however, this kind of silencing is perhaps most straightforwardly demonstrated in highly institutionalized contexts, when, for example, governments pass laws restricting who can marry, give testimony, or enter into legal contracts. In such contexts, anyone might be able to utter the phrase “yes I do”. Nonetheless, unjust laws restrict the kinds of conversational moves that individuals can make when they utter those words, namely, whether the utterance counts as a legal promise or legal marriage. In other words, by failing to recognize these utterances as such, governments can prevent speakers from being able to complete specific speech acts with their words, such as promising. When individuals are prevented from making speech acts, they have been illocutionarily silenced.

A third type of act is the perlocutionary act. A perlocutionary act is the act of affecting an audience with your linguistic and speech acts as you intended to. In asserting “that person is guilty of a crime”, for example, you might intend your audience to be many things as a result. You might intend to inform them that this is true. Or you might intend to alert them, persuade or convince them, or galvanize them to act in such a way that would make sense given that the person is guilty. When your speech has the intended effect on your audience, such as having informed, alerted, persuaded, convinced, or galvanized them, you completed a perlocutionary act.

Corresponding to the perlocutionary act is perlocutionary silencing (see also Dotson [2011] on “testimonial smothering”). This form of silencing can occur when speakers successfully complete locutionary and illocutionary acts, such as making an
assertion, for example, but when such acts fail to have the effect on their audience that the speaker intended. Because the category of perlocutionary action is so broad (for discussion, see Turri [2012]), not all forms of perlocutionary failure will count as silencing. For example, not all failures to win arguments by convincing audiences of something count as perlocutionary silencing. Instead, the term is typically reserved for conditions in which speakers fail to complete perlocutionary acts as a result of being denied some level of appropriate communicative cooperation from an audience.¹ What constitutes “appropriate” is open for debate among theorists, but there are broad strokes of agreement about what is required for a minimum standard in cooperative communicative exchanges. For example, suppose again that I intend to alert you that a person is guilty of a crime. Whether my assertion succeeds in my conversational goal requires, among other things, minimal communicative cooperation on your part. At the very least, you must not plug your ears to prevent hearing words. You must recognize that I am attempting to provide you with information, as opposed to, say, reciting the lines of a novel or playing a practical joke on you. And you must extend some level of honest engagement with the evidence. When these forms of basic communicative cooperation are not present, and the assertion has not succeeded in its intended effect of alerting you, perlocutionary silencing has occurred.

¹ There is ongoing debate concerning the related question of “audience uptake” in determining illocutionary versus perlocutionary success ([Austin 1975; Alston 2000; Bird 2002; De Gaynesford 2009], see also Wieland [2007: 455] regarding silencing and consent).
To review, silencing is a practice that limits or prevents speech and communicative action. There are several types of silencing that correspond to different act types in speech act theory. Each type involves preventing a speaker from completing a certain kind of action. The causal model of epistemic injustice claims that epistemic injustice occurs when silencing causes certain representations of knowledge. The question then arises, what does preventing someone from completing different kinds of acts have to do with what they actually know?

3. Actionability Causes Knowledge Representation

Many philosophers have thought that action has a great deal to do with knowledge. The question of their relation is a foundational one in epistemology that weaves its way through the history of philosophy. William James, for example, thought cognition was deeply connected to action and perhaps that cognition was even partially constituted by actionability. He wrote that “it is far too little recognized how entirely the intellect is built up of practical interests,” and that, “in the lower forms of life no one will pretend that cognition is anything more than a guide to appropriate action” [James 1879: 18]. Other philosophers, such as John Locke related actionability not only to cognition generally but to knowing specifically. Locke thought that the “notice we have by our senses…deserves the name of knowledge,” because it gives us notice of things that “serve our purpose well enough,” for governing our actions [Locke 1690 1975: book 4.11.8].

Practical features of an agent’s situation also play central roles across several leading theories of epistemology. For instance, some theorists have claimed that knowledge is constituted partly by practical factors that are unrelated to truth, such as how much is at
stake, the consequences of error, or whether a proposition is actionable in the course of everyday decision-making [Hawthorne 2004; Stanley 2005; Fantl and McGrath 2009]. Others have argued that “know” is context sensitive expression associated with different evidential standards in different contexts and that certain practical interests can affect those standards [Cohen 1999; DeRose 2009]. Still other philosophers have argued that knowledge plays an important normative role in licensing activities, such as assertion, practical reasoning, or proper courses of action [Unger 1975; Williamson 2000; Turri 2016a].

These leading theories in epistemology have inspired a wave of empirical research in cognitive science experimentally investigating the link between knowledge and practice in social cognition. This research has confirmed the existence of several powerful psychological associations between assessments of knowledge, actions, and assertions. For instance, researchers have demonstrated direct causal relationships between assessments of how someone should act in various conversational contexts (“actionability”) and judgments about what that person knows [Turri, Buckwalter, and Rose 2016; Turri and Buckwalter 2017]. Researchers have demonstrated that practical features of a situation can influence a broad range of epistemic assessments, including knowledge [May et al. 2010; Pinillos 2012; Sripada and Stanley 2012; Buckwalter and Schaffer 2015; Turri, Buckwalter, and Rose 2016], but also belief and confidence judgments [Turri 2017]. Researchers have built a strong case that knowledge sets the standard for assertion, pedagogy, and instructional demonstration [Turri 2013; Buckwalter and Turri 2014; Turri 2016a]. Researchers have even shown that judgments about vision, and specifically,
judgments about what an agent thinks they see are sometimes caused by judgments about what an agent knows [Turri 2016b].

Two empirical advances connecting knowledge and action are particularly relevant for studying silencing in social cognition. The first advance involves the effect of practical interests on knowledge representation. Stakes effects on epistemic evaluations have been demonstrated in different narrative contexts, but perhaps the most famous involve what are known as "bank case" thought experiments in the contextualist literature [DeRose 1992, 2005]. The thought experiments involve a couple facing financial threats. In the “low threat” case, the couple wishes to deposit a check, but it is not very important if they are wrong about the bank’s hours because they have plenty of money in their bank account. In a corresponding “high threat” case, however, they face many overdue bills and angry creditors, making it very important that they are correct about when the bank is open. Philosophers argue that it is harder to know when facing these high threats than low threats and, subsequently, that people will be more likely to say that it is true the couple knows the bank will be open when there is no threat than when the financial threat is high.

This prediction has been confirmed by experimental studies on epistemic judgments across a range of cases [Turri 2017]. In one study, for example, researchers found that financial threats in bank cases had a striking impact on epistemic evaluations [Turri 2017: Experiment 1]. When presented with versions of the bank case, participants

---

2 For studies that do not find robust stakes effects in bank cases see Buckwalter [2010] and Rose et al. [2017].
agreed that the protagonists did know the bank would be open in a low threat case. However, they also agreed with the complete opposite sentence in the high threat case, or that the protagonists did not know the bank would be open. Moreover, the research also demonstrated that the financial threats had a profound impact on a broad range of other evaluations beyond knowledge. For instance, participants were more likely to attribute the belief that the bank was open to protagonists in the low threat case than the high threat case. They rated the evidence the protagonist had that the bank was open as stronger in the low threat case than the high threat case. The effect of heightened threats even led participants themselves to doubt that it was open in the first place. In other words, financial threats affected almost everything about the way participants perceived of this situation including what was true, as well as the way they represented the protagonist’s evidence, beliefs, and knowledge.

The second empirical advance relevant to understanding silencing involves the mechanism and causal pathway by which practical interests impact knowledge judgments. Advancing on past work, this research shows that practical interests can cause judgments about how to act in a situation, and that, in turn, these actionability judgments can cause judgments about what is known [Turri, Buckwalter, and Rose 2016: 215]. In one study, for example, researchers presented participants with the following low threat or high threat case (distinguished in the brackets below):

Jennifer is an intelligence analyst developing a file on Ivan, an elusive foreign operative. Jennifer has a source who tells her that Ivan stopped [his low-carb diet/selling arms to terrorists] and is no longer [jogging regularly/a threat]. Jennifer must submit a [provisional/final] report on Ivan to her supervisor within the hour.
She will [definitely/definitely not] have a chance to revise her [provisional/final] report, and she [will not/will] be held accountable for decisions based on her [provisional/final] report.

Researchers then asked participants to evaluate a series of statements regarding the low or high threat case. In the low threat condition, for example, participants evaluated whether “It’s true that Ivan no longer jogs regularly,” whether “Jennifer thinks that Ivan no longer jogs regularly,” whether “Jennifer has good evidence that Ivan no longer jogs regularly,” whether “Jennifer should write in the report that Ivan no longer jogs regularly,” and finally, whether Jennifer knows that Ivan no longer jogs regularly.” Participants in the high threat conditions answered the same questions where “jogs regularly” was replaced with “is a threat”.

Entering these judgments into a causal search algorithm, researchers found that judgments about actionability concerning what the protagonist should write in the file had a significant effect on epistemic judgments. Specifically, in the best fitting causal model of these data, actionability judgments directly caused their judgments about knowledge, evidence, and truth. This model is depicted in Figure 1, where “stakes” corresponds to the independent variable of low or high threats, and “actionability”, “knowledge”, “truth”, and “evidence” corresponds to dependent variables.
Figure 1. Reprinted from Turri, Buckwalter, and Rose [2016: 217], with permission: “Graph of the best fitting model as determined by a causal search using the Greedy Equivalence Search algorithm. Arrows represent directional causal pathways. Path coefficients represent the causal relation’s strength and quality. Positive numbers represent a positive causal relation (higher scores for the cause generate higher scores for the effect; lower scores for the cause generate lower scores for the effect); negative numbers represent a negative causal relation (higher scores for the cause generate lower scores for the effect; lower scores for the cause generate higher scores for the effect).”

When trying to figure out how to act in a situation, one approach might be to first figure out what is known to be true, and then on the basis of that judgment decide a proper course of action as a result. But the present findings suggest that the opposite actually sometimes happens. We first recruit judgments about how to act in a situation and then use this determination to decide what is known, and subsequently, other epistemic evaluations regarding what is true or the quality of evidence.
The results are directly relevant to understanding the link between silencing and knowledge. In this particular experiment, the actionability judgments that caused knowledge judgments concerned what the protagonists should communicate. In other words, the more something was viewed as communicable, the more likely it was viewed as known. This suggests that judgments about action, and particularly, judgments about what someone should say are connected to and can sometimes directly cause judgments about what others know. In fact, the causal connection between what should be communicated and knowledge was the strongest causal relationship measured between variables in the experiment.

To review, research from experimental cognitive science demonstrates that practical interests can have widespread effects on epistemic judgments. For example, in certain cases involving financial threats, we are less likely to represent others as knowing. Additionally, these threats can also impact the perceived quality of the evidence one has for a claim, whether we think something is actually true, and whether one forms a belief about it in the first place. Lastly, and most importantly, the research suggests a pathway for the effect of practical interests on knowledge representation. According to this pathway, practical interests affect knowledge representation due to the direct causal link between communication and knowledge judgments. In particular, judgments about what someone should say can directly cause judgments about what we think they know.

4. Silencing Causes Knowledge Representation

According to the causal model of epistemic injustice, silencing does not just follow as a symptom of certain epistemic representations, but can cause them to occur. Research from
experimental cognitive science has demonstrated that actionability affects epistemic assessments including how we represent the knowledge of others. Specifically, this research demonstrates a direct connection between communicative acts and knowledge judgments, in particular. Putting these pieces together, findings support the causal model of epistemic injustice across several types of silencing. In what follows, I describe how locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary forms of silencing can impact knowledge representation and result in epistemic injustice as a result of this mechanism.

Locutionary silencing occurs when individuals are deterred from speaking because they are threatened with serious consequences of even uttering words. Researchers have shown that serious consequences for action can negatively impact knowledge attribution, as well as estimations of truth, belief representation, and evidence assessments. Given these findings, the causal model predicts that locutionary silencing can cause underrepresentation of knowledge when knowledge attribution is negatively impacted by practical interests. The latter insight is due to Jason Stanley, who argues in his analysis of propaganda that “those who are placed by structural features of society in high-stakes situations in competing for goods are at an epistemic disadvantage” [Stanley 2015: 256]. If having more at stake sometimes decreases knowledge attribution, and there is more at stake for the disadvantaged, then this could create a series of complex epistemic barriers for the disadvantaged. Building on this insight in the present case, the research above extends this line of inquiry by linking knowledge attribution and the costs of communication, specifically. Locutionary silencing hinders action when threats to an individual for speaking are severe. A speaker might be silenced in this way, for example, when facing threats involving litigation, job loss, or physical assault for reporting that a crime has been
committed. All else equal, we can expect speaking in silenced contexts to be less actionable than similar contexts in which silencing did not occur. In turn, judgments about what is or is not actionable can decrease epistemic evaluations including knowledge representation in social cognition. In particular, research has shown that judgments about someone should say impact a series of evaluations about them including what is known. Given these effects, we can expect that silenced individuals will be less likely viewed as holding true beliefs, having good evidence, and possessing knowledge than individuals who are not. In this way, locutionary silencing can cause underrepresentation of knowledge compared to those that are not subjected to conditions of silencing. Of course, the result is highly unjust because epistemic judgments are due to the conditions created for the purposes of manipulating speakers in the first place.

This model connecting communicative acts to knowledge representation suggests a subtle and perhaps unconscious way that epistemic injustice can occur through silencing in theory of mind. According to this model, for example, observers who had nothing to do with threatening a speaker can still be complicit in the epistemic harms to that speaker when they are locutionarily silenced. If judgments about what is actionable to communicate are connected to knowledge representation in theory of mind, then it is likely that we regularly recruit information about practical situations when making epistemic evaluations and knowledge judgments. When evaluating agents under threat of silencing, we can expect observers will be less likely to think that a subject in a less actionable situation has knowledge, good evidence, or true beliefs than subjects in situations in which silencing does not occur. Listeners may not always recognize or be appropriately sensitive to the fact that the perpetrators of silencing are causally responsible for creating these conditions. In
this way, the greater community of listeners can contribute to the negative effects of silencing by underrepresenting knowledge even when they are not directly responsible for creating the conditions of silencing.

Similarly, perlocutionary silencing also causes epistemic injustice through the effect of actionability on knowledge representation. Perlocutionary silencing influences our evaluations of actions by decreasing whether perlocutions such as convincing, informing, or alerting, are seen as actionable. Decreased actionability judgments can cause decreased knowledge representation. Therefore, we can expect perlocutionary silencing to decrease knowledge representation compared to those who are not silenced. To illustrate the link between failed perlocutions and knowledge representation, consider the following example involving failed performance. Suppose, by way of analogy, that you are trying to figure out whether or not I know how to drive a car. You observe that I engage in several failed attempts to drive involving accidents and major traffic violations. No doubt this evidence would lead to the judgments that I am a poor driver, that I should not get behind the wheel, and furthermore, that I do not know how to drive. In a similar fashion, the observation that someone is unsuccessful at performing basic communicative acts, as in cases of perlocutionary silencing, can be misconstrued as evidence for their ignorance. After a period of failing to have the intended effects on an audience, one might come to doubt whether silenced individuals can or should perform certain communicative acts, such as alert, inform, or even persuade listeners concerning a certain proposition. Whether or not an individual should perform these acts, in turn, negatively impacts our evaluations of whether the proposition associated with these acts is known. Since communicative acts are more likely to be successful when silencing does not occur, this suggests that knowledge
is less likely to be associated with individuals when they are silenced. This result is again unjust because the communicative goals of silenced individuals fail precisely because they face challenges to perlocutionary success that are not imposed to other individuals outside of these contexts. Returning to the driving analogy, this would be like inferring that I do not know how to drive on the basis of observing failed attempts, while neglecting to notice that they were the result of someone sabotaging the car.

To further illustrate this point, imagine a hypothetical case about perlocutionary failure, where Bill makes a credible assertion, presenting good evidence for the reality of climate change, but try, as he might, cannot persuade his audience, Don, it is true. Don isn’t persuaded, and from his perspective comes to think that “Bill doesn’t know what he’s talking about”. It’s clear from Bill’s inability to persuade Don that persuasion is not actionable. Judgments about what is actionable can cause judgments about what is known. And so, failure to successfully persuade Don may be perceived as evidence for Bill’s ignorance. After all, being able to persuade someone with such good evidence in many contexts often is actionable in that way. But in silenced contexts that lack minimal appropriate conversational cooperation, it isn’t. Don neglects to notice that perlocutionary failure can be explained by the fact that Don does not extend basic communicative charity or cooperation to Bill when hearing his arguments. When overlooking that detail, perlocutionary failure can be perceived as evidence for ignorance, rather than as a result of perlocutionary silencing.

Finally, illocutionary silencing also causes epistemic injustice as a result of the connection between actionability and knowledge representation. Illocutionary silencing decreases which illocutions are actionable. For example, consider again the case in which
unjust laws prevent certain people from marrying by stopping “I do” from counting as a legal promise, or voting by stopping “yea” from casting a legal ballot. The less something is viewed as actionable, the less likely it will be viewed as being known. And such laws are specifically designed to prevent illocutionary action. As a result of this, observations of unsuccessful illocutionary action, in this case, not being able to make a legal promise or vote, may be misconstrued as evidence of ignorance about, say, the actual nature of voting or marriage. The result is again highly unjust because actionability is limited in this case as a result of unjust laws, irrespective of what a speaker actually knows about marriage or voting.

5. Silencing and Ignorance

Silencing can cause us to misrepresent the knowledge of others when they are unable to complete speech and communicate acts. This effect on mental state representation in theory of mind suggests how silencing can be a cause of epistemic injustice on the psychological level. But epistemic injustice through silencing may run deeper still, beyond just knowledge representation on the psychological level. In some cases, silencing may also contribute to epistemic injustice by not only causing us to misrepresent the knowledge others rightfully have, but by potentially causing ignorance and depriving others of knowledge itself.

How can stopping someone from speaking or communicating affect what someone actually knows, rather than just what we think they know? The answer to this question depends on the details of the correct theory of knowledge. On most traditional analyses in epistemology, though, knowledge is said to require justified true belief. From this
definition, one widely, though not universally accepted epistemic principle is that knowledge requires belief [Armstrong 1969; Lehrer 1974; Buckwalter, Rose, and Turri 2015]:

Belief Entailment: If S knows that p, then S believes that p

According to this definition, an agent cannot know something is true if they do not believe it. Research in cognitive science has demonstrated that practical interests affect a broad range of judgments, including belief attribution to both others and ourselves (see Turri and Buckwalter [2017: Experiment 1]). As a result of this, we can expect that acts of silencing will discourage belief and belief attribution to others (relatedly, see Stanley [2015] and Fricker [2007] on self-confidence, and Cudd [1994] on oppression and coercion). If silencing can cause someone not to believe p, and knowledge entails belief that p, then on this definition of knowledge, silencing can literally cause ignorance that p.

Similar results may follow for other leading, though more contentious theories of knowledge in contemporary epistemology. Consider for example, the theory of epistemic contextualism [DeRose 2009]. Contextualism is the linguistic theory that “knows” is a context sensitive expression. More specifically, the theory states that the standards required to truthfully say someone knows something are set by the context in which those statements are made. There may be many features of the conversational context that set this standard. Once such factor is practical consequences, for example, whether the costs associated with the bank being closed for an ascriber are low or high. The idea is that higher costs can shift the epistemic standard upwards making true knowledge statements false. According to epistemic contextualism, then, silencing may do more than just affect our judgments about knowledge. Rather, acts of silencing may also shift the conversational standard by which
someone can truthfully say someone knows something (for criticism, see Buckwalter [2017] and Turri [2017]). In other words, silencing could take a previously true statement about what someone knows and make it literally false.

Silencing may also limit knowledge itself according to leading metaphysical theories of knowledge. According to some versions of pragmatism or interest relative invariantism, for example, whether or not a person has knowledge depends partially on what is at stake or what is actionable for them [Stanley 2005; Fantl and McGrath 2009]. These theories predict that practical costs associated with acting will sometimes make it harder for a subject to know things. Silencing can raise the costs associated with communicating. One implication of this theory, then, is that silencing makes it harder to have or retain actual knowledge [Stanley 2005, 2015]. Of course, interest relative invariantists are not committed to the claim that knowledge is always sensitive to practical interests in every circumstance or that they always decrease knowledge when they arise. But given that practical interests are frequently and perhaps predominately set in relation to social costs, and injustice is often the norm for the disadvantaged in many social interactions, we should expect a large proportion of the practical costs associated with communicative acts to stem from unjust features of social contexts. As a result of this, one potential consequence of the theory is that it seems to predict that the socially disadvantaged are in fact less knowledgeable (for a critical response, see Dotson [2018]).

These potential theoretical consequences mark several avenues for further research. It is an open theoretical question whether or to what extent theories which posit linguistic and metaphysical connections between knowledge and action allow the powerful to manipulate what is true to say about “knowledge” or what is actually known. To the extent
that they do, one approach is to treat this as an objection or reason to reject such theories. Theorists have previously acknowledged that the idea that being in certain practical positions matters to the strength of an epistemic position could strike many as “madness” [Fantl and McGrath 2009: 28]. The fact that silencing can effectively manipulate action across many practical positions may serve as a particularly pointed example. After all, it might be thought, the consequence of speaking in such contexts “has no impact on your standing on any truth-relevant dimension” (ibid.), and further, that the problem with silencing is that it causes us to misrepresent, undervalue, or fail to recognize what the socially disadvantaged truly know, not that it renders them genuinely ignorant or their knowledge statements false. Alternatively, future research might take the opposite approach. It might be thought that epistemic contextualism or interest relative invariantism can shed unique light on the harms of silencing overlooked by prior accounts. According to these views, for example, it could be that silencing someone has the ability to reach into the linguistics or metaphysics of knowledge and literally change what they in fact know or the literal truth of what they say. Instead of serving as an objection to these theories, it might be thought, these shocking and disquieting theoretical implications may isolate precisely why silencing is so deeply epistemically unjust.

Lastly, the causal model of silencing may shed light on the origins of silencing in social practice and public policy. On the symptom model of epistemic injustice, silencing occurs as a consequence of prior epistemic representations. But given that silencing can also cause epistemic representations, it could be that these practices were developed as a form of epistemic control (relatedly, see Collins [2000: 3]). In other words, it could be that somewhere along the way the powerful implicitly recognized the connection between
communication and knowledge, and adopted practices and policies to control speech acts precisely because it was a straightforward and effective means of controlling what people are classified by others as knowing or “knowledgeable”, the literal truth of knowledge claims according to a conversational standard, or perhaps even what is actually known (relatedly, see also Hacking [1999: 34, 160]; Haslanger [2017] on “looping effects”). Such a recognition may begin to explain how epistemic injustice arose both as a byproduct of ordinary social cognition and how silencing continues as a structural phenomenon that promotes the systemization of certain kinds of oppression in the intellectual domain.

6. Conclusions

Silencing is the practice of interfering with speech and communicative action. Actionability judgments are an important aspect of epistemic judgments and can directly cause judgments about what others know. Expanding on prior accounts, research demonstrates this link extends from actionability to actionable communication and knowledge representation, specifically. This link supports the causal model of silencing, according to which silencing constitutes epistemic injustice by causing certain patterns of knowledge representation. On the psychological level, this suggests that silencing can cause epistemic injustice by causing us to represent what others know differently. The causal model is supported by a range of well replicated findings utilizing several experimental paradigms relating actionability, communication, and knowledge judgments. At the same time, there is no substitute for a direct test, and further research is necessary to test the causal model in contexts of oppression.
Depending on the theory of knowledge one accepts, the causal model also suggests that silencing can cause epistemic injustice on a philosophical level. Silencing may not only cause us to misrepresent knowledge of others but also literally affect what is known or true to say about another’s knowledge. Namely, the conditions brought about through silencing can potentially manipulate the conversational standard whereby knowledge statements come out false, or actually make it harder to have knowledge itself. If true, these theoretical consequences may potentially identify why silencing is distinctively epistemically unjust.

We began with the symptom model of epistemic injustice, in which silencing is a symptom of prior epistemic representations. This paper advances a causal model in which silencing is not only a symptom, but can cause epistemic representations of knowledge. Though the main focus of this paper is to defend the causal model, these two models of how epistemic injustice occurs are not mutually exclusive and perhaps complement each another. It is plausible that silencing can both result from prior epistemic representations and sometimes contribute to further epistemic representations. Moreover, given the close link between actionability and knowledge representation in ordinary judgment, it is reasonable to conjecture that these things might frequently blend together in actual practice. If this is correct, then it may suggest an even broader model of epistemic injustice that is cyclical in nature. According to this hypothesis, silencing and knowledge representation may go hand in hand in an ongoing cycle, with silencing causing certain patterns of knowledge representation, which in turn, results in and promotes more acts of silencing. Future research is needed to study this hypothesis in greater detail and to explore how a
broader understanding of this kind of cyclical epistemic injustice might prevent negative effects of silencing.
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